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The Cllicago Jazz Ensemble, in Residence at Columbia College Chicago 
William Russo, Director 
"The Peanut Vendor"' 
from the Fte,pe<tory of The Stan Kenton Otcl'lestra 
Procesaloml 
om ·n,e Sacrifice"'t 
Canticle"•t ., 
Text from ·song of Songs· ,./ 
Carol l.o'>«c!e. Head of ll>cal IIIStruwon, Music Depanme,11, Soloist, ll>ice 
"Amer' • 
us~ by Samuel A. ward: Wools by KaUlerine Lee Batas: Victoria Brady. 
Gr~.ate. Music Department. Sokll.st. VOioe 
·utt Every '-l)ice"§ 
~I< by J. Rosamond Jollll5on; Words by James Weldon Jonnson 
Introduction 
Presentation Of Distinguished Honors 
Commencement Address 
Sherman Joseph Alexie, Jr. 
Music 
"All Right, Okay, You Wln"t 
Presldentlal Add•-• 
John 8. Duff. President 
f rom lhe Reportory of The Cooot Basil: Orchestta 
~E Sacous, Staff, Music Departmenl, Soloi•L \llice 
Teacher Of The Year Awards 
Presentation of 1999 Awards by Caroline Dodge Latta 
Academic Dean 
Annual Alumni Award For Academic Excellence 
Presentation of Award to Class of 1999 valedictorian by Gloria Lehr 
President, Alumni Association 
Music 
·1 utt Up My Eyes·•t 
From Chicago Suite No. 2 
Valedictory 
Benjamin Thomas Dauer 
Simbryt Whittington, Student, Theater Department, Soloist, Voice 
Scott Hall, ArtlsHn-Residence, Music Department; Director, Chicago Youth 
Jazz Ensemble, Soloist, Trumpet 
·Portrait or Louis Armstrong·t 
Ffom the Repertory of the Duke Ellington Orchestra 
By Duke Ellington, from The New Orleans Suite 
Scott Hall, Artist-in-Residence, Music Department; Director, Chicago Youth 
Jazz Ensemble, Soloist, Trumpet 
The President's Medal For Distinguished 
Service to Columbia College Chicago 
Presentation of Award by John B. Duff, President 
Columbia College Chicago 
Chair, Board Of Trustees 
Alton 8. Harris 
Music 
·Tell Me It's The Truth't 
Awarding Of Degrees 
Presentation of Undergraduate Degrees by Gigi Posejpal 
Ass™ant Dean tot International Stuclent Affairs 
From Arst ·concert ot 5aaed Music/ by DuJte Ollngton and Billy s11a:,flO<n 
Bobbi Wils)fl, Artlst·ln-Resioonoe, Music Dopan.menl, Soloist. Voice 
Recessional 
·cantic1e·•t 
·23• N/82' w·•t 
• COmpost<t by Will!Mn Russo. Chairperson, Music Ot!-pa,une-nt 
t Coo<I\Jcteo i,y w;uu,m Russo 
§ Conducteo by T,S. Galloway, Part-time Faculty, Music °'1>aftment 
All Music Porfooned by The Clllcago Jazz Ensemble, In Residence at Colun-llla College 
Chicago, William R\Jsso. Director 
Distinguished Honors 
A Celebration of Artists In Human Service 
Doctorates to be Conferred at Commencement Exercises. June 6, 1999 
Each year Columbia College Chi<ago honors outstanding individuals in the arts, education, politics 
and public inf01mation, people who have engaged their great talents In Important human service 
and whose life work and example embody the college's Ideal and spirit 
Some of these individuals have achieved public prominence, some have been ennobled by coura-
geous labor in unpopUlar causes and would not be awarded the usual recognitions, and some are 
at only the beginning time of their great p,omise. 
Sara Paretsky 
Arthur C . Nielsen, Jr. 
Market Researcher and Corporate Leader 
Arthur C. Nielsen. Jr. has spent much of his life helping to develop and grow arguably the most 
influential company in the evolution of this nation. ll was his father who. when he started the com· 
pany in 1923. es.sentially founded the field of market research, a f~ld in Yo1llch A.C. Nielsen 
Company continues to be recognized as the global leader. In 1957 Arthur C. Nielsen, Jr, took OYO< 
as President. The 1950's saw television quickly become the dominant medium of a nation enjoy, 
ing the greatest economic boom the wor1d had ever seen and it was Nielsen Media Research that 
provided the essential inf01maUon of Yoilat people did. rather than v.tlat they thought 01 said they 
did. that enabled television to prosper as it did. Under Mr. Nielsen's guidance. the name 
"Nielsen· became s)Tlonymous with television ratings. He served as President until 1976 and con-
tinued as Chairman of the Boatd and Chief Executive Offocer until he retired in 1984. Mr. Nielsen 
was named Chief Executive Officer of the Year 1977 by Financial K~rld and Ou!standing Chief 
Executive Officer in 1980 by the \Vall Srreet Journal. He has served as director of 21 U.S. corpora-
tions as well as of the Ad,•ertlslng Researcil Foundation and as the Vice President of the American 
Marketing Association. He is a membe, of the Arts Club of Chicago and serves as Chairman 
Emeritus of the Muse<Jm of Broadcast Communications. Ute Trustee of the Adve,tlslng Council. 
Director of the Chicago Foundation for Education and Ute Trustee of the University of Chicago. He 
is an excellent 1ennis player. having participated in Wimbledon and winning four U.S. 
Championships. 
For your integral tole in the development of the culture of this nation we are proud to award you 
the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane letters. Honorls Causa. 
Presented by Edward L. Morris. Plofessor Emeritus. Columbia College Chicago. 
Mystery Writer and Champion of Women 
In the traditionally male-dominated w0/1d of mystery writing. Saia Paretsky has been a major force 
both literarily and politically. Most closely associated with v.1. 1varshawski. her tough. smart· 
mouthed heroine of nine no\'els. Ms. Paretsky tackles issues l!ke for.profit medicine. ehemical 
waste. big<:ity politics. insurance fraud. and gentrification. In Paretsk)'s fictional wortd, 
Warshawski Is her ciusader. protecting and avenging ordinary Chicagoans manipulated or mur-
dered by bloated corporations and avaricious Yuppies. Newsweek has written that "Paretsky's 
work does more than turn the genie upside down: her boeks are beau!lfully paced and plotted. 
and the diatogue Is fresh and smart.· In the ,eal w01ld, it is Paretsky ~flo Is the ciusader. In 
1986. she helped start Sisters in Crime. a group of women mystery writers who addressed some 
troubling inequities in the mystery world. Women writers had a hard time geuing books reviewed. 
didn't stay in print as long as men and were often shunted aside at professional meetings. 
Paretsky has worked hard to change this. People Magazine called he, ·an ardent feminist with a 
ma!ll'um intellect and the guts to go ~11ere other doct0<ates fear to ttead. • In 1988 Sara Paretsky 
was named 'Woman of the Year' by Ms. Magazine. In 1997, she received the Mal1< Twain Award 
for contnl)utions to Midwestern Literature, and se.ved as a visiting fellow at Wolfson College, 
Oxf0<d, England, She is P1esently a visiting PIOfessor of creative writing at N0<thwestern 
University. Her most recent book. Ghost Country, her first non-\Yarshawskl novel, addresses soc• 
ety's indifference and contempt f0< the hOmeless. 
R>r your ttemendous impact on the world or mystery fiction, for the sttength of your voice, your 
lntegnty and your uncompromising social conscience we are pleased to bestow upon you the 
honorary degree of Doctor of Letters, Honoris Causa. 
Presented Ii\' Ronne Hartfield, Trustee, Columbia College Chicago. 
WIiiiam E. Strickland, Jr. 
Empowering the Disadvantaged Through the Arts 
William E. Strickland, Jr .. Is a native of Pittsburgh, Pennsytvania and a cum laude graduate from 
the University of Pittsburgh. Al the age or 21. >mile finishing his degree In American Hist0<y and 
Forei!II' Relations, Mr. Strickland founded Manchester Craftsmen's Guild to help c0<nbat the eco 
n0<nic and social devastation experle<1ced by the residents or the P1ed0<ninantly African-American 
Pittsburgh neighbOrtiood of Manchester. The Guild focuses on the advancement or the academic 
and personal achievement or Inner-city youth via education in an array of areas Including ceramic 
art, photography, c0<nputer imaging and drawing. In an area where fewer than hatt of all high 
schOOI students go on to college, 80 percent or the Guild's students do so. In 1972 Mr. Strickland 
took over the Bidwell Training Center. a nationally reco!ll'iZed noHO<·PIOfil vocational training inst!· 
tution serving eeonomlcalty disadvantaged individuals. He continues to serve as Ptesident and 
CEO of bOth organizations. He has served as a Governor appointed Council Member for the 
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts, as a Board Member of the Pennsylvania State Board of 
Education, and as a Presidential appointee to the NEA's National Council on the Arts. In 1996, he 
was named a MacArthur Fellow for his leadership and Ingenuity in the arts. He Is a licensed pilot 
and has aoC\Jmulated over 700 hours oo the Boeing 727. 
For y011r humanity and love of the arts, for giving hope and opportunity 10 the least powerful mem· 
bers or our society, we are honored to confer upon you the degree or Doct0< of Humane Letters, 
Honoris Causa. 
Presented by Dr. Glennon Graham. Director, Freshman Seminar Program, 
Columbia College Chicago. 
Sherman Joseph Alexle, Jr. 
Storyteller, Poet and Voice of Truth 
Sherman Joseph Alexie, Jr. has been called ·one or the major lyric voices or our time.· A poet, 
novelist. and American Indian activist. Mr. Alexie is also one or the more prolif,c. Al the age or 32, 
he has PlodUced well over 300 pieces or work including two novels and the screenplay for last 
year's critically and publicly acclaimed film, Smoke s;u,ars, ground b<eaking for being the first ever 
to be written, directed and produced by American Indians. Mr. Alexie, a Spokane/Coe,,r d'Alene 
Indian, is known for his bitterly runny, sometimes controversial. and always pointed and poignant 
tongue and pen. His work smaShes television and movie stereotypes of 'loincloth' Indians. 
addressing the human condition of American Indians in the twentieth century. A survivor or child-
hood illness, the poverty and poor health of reservation life, a battle with alCOhollsm, and a brief 
stint as a medical student (cut short due to a series of fainting spells In his human anatO<ny 
class), Alexle went on to earn a degree In American Studies fr0<n Washington State University. In 
1991. Alexie received the WaShlngton State Arts Commission Poetry Fellowship followed Ii\' the 
National Endowment for the Arts Poetry Fellowship In 1992. Soon after, Alexia Pfoduced six books 
of Poetry and short stories, including the award winners. The Business of Fancydancing and The 
wne Ranger and Tonio Fislfig/lr In Heaven. After his first novel, Reservalioo Blu,;s. he was named 
one of Granta's Best of Young American Nl)llellsts and was awarded the Befpre Columbus 
Foundation's American Book Award and the Murray Mprgan Prize. His second novel. Indian Killer, 
was named one of People Magaz!ne·s Best of Pages and a New Yori< ,m,es Notable Book. He is 
presently producing and directing the film based on this book. 
for your honesty and insight, humpr and poetry, for gMng us an important new voice in Ame<ican 
literature. we are proud to bestow upon you the honorary degree of Doct0< of Leners. Honoris 
Causa. 
Presented by Randall Albers, Chair, Fiction Writing Department, Columbia College Chicago. 
The President's Medal For Distinguished Service To 
Columbia College Chicago 
John M. Mulvany 
Shirley Mordlne 
Shi~ey Mordine. in 1969. founded. and has continued to serve as director of both The Dance 
Center of Columbia College and Mordlne & Company Dance Theaue, the professional company in 
residence at the school. As an artist. Ms. Morcfine has received international recognition for her 
unique vision, innovative experimentation and het deep undetstand!ng and mastery of movement 
space and time. As an educator, she has evolV11d The Dance Center of Columbia College from a 
single class Into Chicago's premier dance uaining program and placed it at the national forefront 
of dance education as a teaching, learning and performing arts center. The Center has garnered 
an international repUtati<>n r01 Its challenging curriculum that emphasizes the deV11lop<nent of the 
creative dancer/artist. Repeatedly recognized for tts curatorial excellence. The Dance Center has 
been the recipient or numerous grants from the private and go,-ernment sect0<s, Ms. Mordino was 
presented the first Ruth Page Award for Outstanding Individual Contributions to the field or dance 
and, under her guidance. The Dance Center received the 1985 Ruth Page Award for Outstanding 
Contribution to the Chicago dance community. She was honored again In 1994 wtth a Ruth Page 
Award r01 Outstanding Artistic Achievement for her wOtk combining movement and media in Edge 
Mode. Part l. The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation has reoognized Mordine & 
Company as playing a ·nagship role In helping develOP a whole generation of promising dancers 
and ch01eographers. • 
For your bold innovations In your art and mastery or your c,aft. and r01 your contribution to vocabu-
lary or movement. we offer our deep respect and gratitude as we present you wtth the President's 
Medal for Distinguished Service to Columbia College Chicago. 
Presented by John 8. Duff, President. Columbia College Chicago. 
John M, Mulvany has been much more than a Professor of Photography and Chairman or the 
Department of Photography and the Department or Art and Design at Columbia College Chicago, 
He has been the architect and builder of these outstanding programs. originating all the concenua, 
lions within the Art Department, Including Floe Arts, Graphic Design, Interior Design, AdV11rtislng 
Design, lllusuation, and Product Design. In the last 22 years. under his tenure. he has hired all 
but two or the full and part time faculty and staff members. He was the first to introduce new 
technology to the Department or Art and Photography. He is the rounder of the Victor Skrebneskl 
and the Kodak Scholarships. He Is the rounder and Chairman of the Board or The Museum of 
Contemj)O(ary Photography and its permanent collection. one or only three such facilities in the 
United States 10 receive accreditation exclusively In photography. In addition, he is the rounder or 
The Chicago Center of African Art at the Harold Washington lil><ary Center and serves as the 
Chairman or the Board. He has a Bachelor's degree from the UniV11rsity or Tennessee and a 
Master of Fine Arts degree from the University of New Mexico. He has p,eviously held positions as 
Visiting Lecturer at Trent Polytechnic in Nottingham, England; Professor of Art at the Universtty of 
New Mexico; and was Director of the School of Art at Illinois Wesleyan University in Bloomington. 
Illinois. Professor Mulvany fs dedicating this honor to the memory of his sister, Ge,aldine Mulvany 
vesco. 
F01 your leadership and vision. for your conuibution to the cu1tu1a1 life of the school and the ctty. 
we are grateful and honored to present you wtth the President's Medal for Distinguished Service 
to Columbia College Chicago. 
Presented by John B. Duff, President, Columbia College Chicago. 
• 
• 
Leslie E. Van Marter 
When Leslie E. van Marter joined Columbia as Chair of the Liberal Ecfucatloo Oepaitment In 1983, 
he was anracted by its rich variety of creative arts and pubUc information as career paths for 
aspiring )'Dung professionals. His passion for education led him to serve 10 years on the 
Columbia Curriculum Committee. and to diversify the courses In liberal education by introducing 
what now are four f0<efgn languages. a basic c0<e of studies in philosophy, and history courses in 
previously neglected fields like ancient Greece and Rome, Medieval Europe. the Middle East since 
Mohammed, Russia and the Soviet Union, women in history, and Mexico. He was for many years a 
persistent advocate on behalf of minor programs of study. now nnally avaflable at Columbia. His 
zest for the arts led him, during the eighties, to serve four consecutive years as a jury member 
evaluating dOC\lmentary films for awa,ds at the Chicago International Alm Festival. He has pre 
sented thlrl)' papers at meetings of professional societies oo a wide range of topics including The 
Federalist Papers, The Liberal Education of Artists, The Pflilosophy of Art & Criticism, and The 
Holocaust. He Is also a busy closet poet. He was a Fulbright Scholar at the University of Paris, a 
research student at Oxf0<d, and he ea,ned his 1'11.0. in philosophy from the University of Chicago. 
He was the recipient of a two yea, grant from the carnegie Foundation for Improvement of 
Teaching while he chai,ed a philosophy department in southern California, and he pioneered the 
first Chicago public television course for college credit In philosophy. 
F0< your passloo for the arts and education, for )'Our activism in the improvement of how we teach 
our youth, we are hooored and delighted to present )'OU with the President's Medal for 
Distinguished Se,vice to Columbia College Chicago. 
P1esented by John B. Duff, President, Columbia College Chicago. 
A Record of Recognitions* 
1964-1999 
1999 Arthur C. Nielsen, Jr. Market Researcher and C0<porate Leader 
1999 Sara Paretsky Mystery Writer and Champion of Women 
1999 WIiiiam E. Strickland, Jr. Empowering tile Disadvantaged Throug/l tile Arts 
1999 Sherman Joseph Alexle, Jr. Storyteller, Poet and Voice of Truth 
1998 Momma Hawk Mentor of Hope for the Children 
1998 John H . Bryan Exemplary Leadership in Business and tile Arts 
1998 WIiiiam Warfield Magnificent Voice of tile Century 
1998 David Henry Hwang Truth-teller for Our Times 
1997 Fred Eychaner Media lnnovat0<, Inspiring Aetivist 
1997 Margaret Corbett Daley Civic Aetivist Md First Lady of tile City of Chicago 
1997 James w. Compton Champk>n of Racial Equality 
1996 Irv Kupclnet A Man, a City, an Era 
1996 John W . Rogers, Jr. Chicago's Pioneering ln,•estment Leader 
1996 Isabel Allende The Voice of Spirits, Magic and Dreams 
1996 Richard Hunt Mozart of Metal Sculpture 
1996 Paul Simon United States Senator 
1995 Victor Skrebneskl Photog,apher, Artist 
1995 John H. Johnson A Voice of Reason for All People 
1995 Sandra P. Guthman A Driving Force Behind Social Progress in Chicago 
1995 Eugene C . D'Angelo, Jr. A Positive Catalyst in the Communications Industry 
1995 Ann Landers The Most Influential Woman in tile United States 
1995 Ben Vereen The Very Definttion of Entertainer 
1994 The Right Honorable Hage G. Gelngob Prime Minister of The Republic 
of Namibia 
1994 Myrlie Evers-WIiiiams A Champion of Justice 
1994 Reverand John T. Richardson A Chicago leade, in Higher Education 
1994 Rita Simo Musician. Teacher, Social Reformer 
1994 John Hope Franklin A Scholar for Our Generation 
1993 Etta M oten Barnett Stage Md Film Performer. Arts Educator 
1993 Cindy Pritzker President. Board of Directors, Chicago Public Library 
1993 Rlgoberta Menchu Nobel Peace Prize Winner 
1993 Jane Alexandroff A Prime Contfibutor to the Success of Columbia College 
1993 Carol Moseley-Braun United States Senator 
1993 Cokle Roberts Senior News Analyst, National Public Radio 
1992 Hedrick L Smith Journalist 
1992 Mathilde Krlm Medical Scientist and AIDS Crusader 
1992 Henry Aaron Baseball Player and Executive 
1991 Douglas Turner Ward Founding Artistic Director. The Neg,o Ensemble Company 
1991 Helen Valdez President. Mexican Ana Arts Center Museum 
1991 Johnathan Rodgers President. CBS Television Stations 
1991 WIiiard L. Boyd President, Field Museum of Chicago 
1990 Faith Hubley Animator and Illustrator 
1990 Leon Despres Advocate of Social Justice 
1990 Yousuf Karsh Photographer 
1990 Haskell Wexler Cinematographer 
1990 Clarence Page Editorial Columnist 
1989 Bernard Lown Nobel Laureate for Peace, 1985 
1989 Sterling Stuckey Historian 
1989 Bernice Welssbourd President. Famll)' Focus 
1989 Leon Lederman Nobel Laureate In Physics, 1988 
1988 Kenneth G. Ryder President, Nortlleastem University, Boston 
1988 Mike Royko Newspaper COiumnist 
1988 John Birks "Dizzy" GIiiespie Jazz Trumpeter 
1988 WIiiiam Julius WIison Sociologist 
1988 Ardis Kralnlk General Director, lyric Opera of Chicago 
1987 Lawrence K . Grossman President NBC News 
1987 Pastora San Juan Cafferty Professor, Social Service Administration 
1987 Jack Brickhouse Sports Broadcaster 
1987 Margaret Burroughs Founder, OU Sable Museum 
1987 Irving B. Harris Distinguished Contributor to Human Welfare 
1987 James Hightower Texas Commissioner of /lgriculture 
1986 Fred Friendly Broadcast Journalist and Educator 
1986 Linus Pauling Nobel Laureate Chemistry 1954 and Peace 1962 
1986 Randall Robinson Executive Oirecto,, TransAfrica 
1986 WIiiiam Ford United States Co~ressman 
1986 Ruth Adams Editor, 8ullelin of rile Atomic Scientists 
1985 James Hoge Publisher, New YOdt Dall)' News 
1985 EIieen Southern Music Historian 
1985 Ray Nordstrand President, WfMT. Inc. 
1985 The Honorable Conor Cruise O'Brien Diplomat, Writer 
1984 W Iiiiam Appleman WIiiiams Historian 
1984 John Lewis Composer, Musician. Founder, Modern Jazz Quartet 
1984 Victor Navasky Editor, Tile Nation Magazine 
1984 Pamela Harriman National Civic Leader 
1983 The Honorable Harold Washington Mayor, City of Chicago 
1983 Marjorie Craig Benton Unfted States Representative to U,N,l,C.E.F. 
1983 Marcel Ophuls Documentary Rlmmaker 
1983 Christopher Jencks Educator 
1982 Helen Caldlcott Peace Ad1'0Cate 
1982 Sherry Lansing President. 20th Century Fox 
1982 Luis Valdez Writer. Director, Producer 
1982 James Van Der Zee Pr.otograpner 
1982 Garry WIiis Columnist 
1981 Franklin A. Long Scientist 
1981 Harry Edwards Sociologist 
1981 Michael Cacoyannls Fllm Directo, 
1981 Marilyn French Writer 
1981 George McGovern Statesman 
1980 Hermon D. Smith Chairman, Aeld foundation of Illinois 
1980 Harry Weese Atchttect 
1980 Lois Wille Journalist, Pulitzer Prize Winner 
1980 Ronald WIiiiams President.. Northeastern Illinois Unive1slty 
1979 Jessie Woods Director, Urban Gateways 
1979 John Fischetti Political Cartoonist 
1979 Maya Angelou Poet 
1979 Carlos Fuentes NO,•etlst 
1979 Tom Wicker Journalist 
1978 Robert Coles Social Philosopher 
1978 Edgar Y. "Yip" Harburg Lyricist 
1978 Abby Mann Television-film Writer 
1978 Addle Wyatt Labor Humanist 
1978 Carlos Chavez Compose<-Conductor 
1977 Oriana Fallacl JO<Jrnallst 
1977 Eliot Wigginton Educator 
1977 Marla Martinez Potter 
1977 Gordon Parks, Sr. Photographer, Filmmaker, Wnter 
1977 Daniel Schorr Broadcast JO<Jmalist 
1976 John Hammond ·Columbus· of American Music 
1976 Roman Vlshnlac Biologist and Microphotographer 
1976 Katherine Kuh Art Critic. Curator, Writer 
1976 Jonathan Kozol Educator. Social Critic 
1976 Ed Bullins Play,,rlght 
1975 Arthur Mitchell Direct01. Dance Theatre of HMe<n 
1975 "Brlcktop" Entertainer 
1975 Alexander L.C. WIider Composer 
1975 George w. Bonham Editor,ln,Chief. Cnange 
1975 Seymour M . Hersh Pulitzer Prize Reporter 
1974 Albert E. Jenner, Jr. Distinguished l.al\yer 
1974 Ivan Albright Artist 
1974 James T. Farrell Writer 
1974 Ruth Page Dancer 
1974 Charlemae Rollins Acclaimed Librarian 
1973 Harrison E. Salisbury Associate Ed~or. New Yorlr Times 
1973 Bob Fosse Film, Theater and Television Director 
1973 Rosa Parks MOntgomery. Alabama 
1973 Myles F. Horton Director. Highlander Folk School 
1973 James B. Holderman Executive Director, Illinois Soard of Higher Education 
1972 Quentin D . Young National Chairman, Medical Committee for Human Rigt>ts 
1972 Pauline Kael Motion Picture Critic 
1972 Chester Burnett Musician ("Howlin· Wott") 
1972 Nell Sheehan Reporter, New York nmes 
1972 William F. Russell Sports Commentator, Coach, Athlete 
1972 Newton N. Mlnow Public Servant, Attorney 
l 
I 
1971 WIiiiam Proxmire Unhed States Senator, WISOOnsin 
1971 Kay Boyle Writer 
1971 Joseph Papp Director, New York Public Theatre and Shakespeare Festival 
1971 Charles G. Hurst, Jr. Presklent. Malcolm X College. Chicago 
1971 Aaron Siskind Pl>otograpller, Teacher 
1970 R. Buckmlnster Fuller Aschltect 
1970 Frank Reynolds Broadcast Journalist 
1970 Fannie Lou Hamer Chairman, Mississippi Fieedom Democratic Party 
1970 WIiiiam M, Birenbaum President, State<l Island College, New York 
1969 Sister Ann Ida Gannon, B.V.M. President, Mundelein College, Chicago 
1969 Charles WIibert White Artist 
1969 David Halberstam Reporter, Pulitzer Prize Winner 
1968 Edward Kennedy "Duke" Ellington Composer 
1968 Louis J, "Studs" Terkel Writer 
1968 Ralph Nader Citizen 
1967 Dwight W. Follett Publisher 
1967 Kenneth F. Montgomery Attorney 
1967 Norman Corwin Writer, Poet. Pla)w,igl\t 
1967 Langston Hughes Poet 
1966 Eugene Rablnowltch Editor, Bulletin of Atomic Scientists 
1966 Frederick Doug1as O'Neal President. Actors' Equity 
1966 John Brademas United States Congressman 
1965 Curtis D. M acDougall Distinguished Teacher 
1965 Paul Hamilton Engle Poet and Teacher 
1964 Gwendolyn Brooks Poet 
•Honorary Doctofates in Ans. Science, Letters, Mus.ic end Hll'nane t.ette<s 
Excerpt f rom 
Leaves of Grass (1855) 
by Watt Whitman 
I tramp a perpetual Journey, 
My signs a,e a rain-proof coat and good shoes and a stall 
cut from the woods; 
No friend of mine takes his ease In my chair. 
I have no chair, nor church nor philosophy; 
I lead no man 10 a dinner-table or library or exchange, 
But each man and each woman of you I lead upon a knoll. 
My left hand hooks you round the waist, 
My rigllt hand points to landscapes of continents, and a 
plain public road. 
Not I, not any one else can travel that road for you, 
You must travel ii for yourseff. 
It is not far .... It Is within reach, 
Perhaps you have been on it since you were born, and did 
not know. 
Perhaps it Is every where on water and on land. 
Shoulder your duds. and I will mine, and let us hasten forth: 
Wonderful cities and free nations we shall fetch as we go. 
II you tire, give me both burdens. and rest the chuff of your 
hand on my hip, 
And In due lime you shall repay the same service to me; 
for after we start we never lie by again. 
Tllis day before dawn I ascended a hill and looked at the 
crowded heaven. 
And I said to my spirit, When we become the enlolders of 
those orbs and the pleasure and knowledge of every 
thing in them, shall we be filled and satisfied then? 
And my spirit said No. we level that 11ft to pass and 
continue beyond. 
You are also asking me questions. and I hear you; 
I answer that I cannot answer . ... you must find out for 
yourself .... 
We consider the bibles and rellgions divine .... l do not 
say they are not divine. 
I say they have all grown out or you and may grow out of 
you still. 
It is not they who give the life ...• ij is you who give the 
life; 
Leaves are not more shed from the trees or trees from the 
• 
earth than they are shed out of you. 
The sum of all known vallff! and respect I add up In you 
whoever you are; 
The President is up there in the White House tor you .... 
It is not you who are here for him. 
The Secretaries act in their bureaus for you .. .. not you 
he1e for them, 
The Congress convenes every December for you, 
Laws. courts, the forming of states, the charters of c~ies. 
the going and coming of commerce and mails are all 
for you. 
All doctrines, all politics and civilization exurge from you, 
All sculpture and monuments and anything insc1ibed 
anywhere are tallied in you. 
The gist of hist01ies and statistics as far back as the records 
reach is in you this hour-and myths and tales the same: 
If you were not breathing and walking here where would 
they all be? 
The most renowned poems would be ashes .... 01ations 
and plays WQUld be vacuums. 
All architecture is what you do to it when you look upon it; 
Did you think it was In the white or gray stone? or the lines 
of the arches and cornices? 
All music is what awakens from you when you are reminded 
by the ins~uments. 
It is not the violins and the comets .. .. ii is not the oboe 
nor the beating drums-nor the notes of the baritone 
singer singing his sweet romanza .... no, those of 
the men's chorus, nor those of the women's chorus. 
It Is nearer and farther Ulan they. 
~ hom wai, __,., pcem t,,.,. of Gms /1855J 
from Amtncal'I PoM.ty: TM Hirle:eenrh cemwy. ~ I 
Candidates For The Josepl, A. Abboreno Tara L. Bacci Mark C. Bertin Ahmad I. Bridget 
Bachelor Of Carmen M. Acevedo' Mellissa A. Bachorek' Stephanie M. Berlin Crystal J. Brightwell 
Arts Degree Sarah M. Adams Artene Mae G. Baguisa Stephen C. Bernal Steven E. Brinegar 
Tracey L. Adams Micilael Y. Bai• Micilael E. Berning• Gluliana Brogna 
1999 Andrea J. Adderty cassandra Bailey Karli M. Bertocchi Leah C. Brookens Aurora K. Aguliar• Frederick A. Bailey Jonathan P. Besen• Matthew E. Brookens 
Rollert J. Aguilar Mikosaravord T. Baker Chase S. Besinger Jesse C. Brooks 
Marianna I. Aikas Paula K. Baldocchi Christophe, A. Aa1on M. B1own• 
San J. Alanis Silveria A. Ballaron• Beukema• Alison C. B1own 
Ruben Alaniz Jr. Angelique J. Ballasch' Daniel S. Beyer Diane L. Brown 
Jessica I. Alex Flor M. Baltodano Chlnmayl M. Bhatt Jennifer K. Brown 
Jose A. Alfaro Jr. Brian J. Bankston• J301ie A. Biehl Latasha M. Brown 
Ann M. Allen Ge1ald T. Ba1ajas • Candace E. Billups Kevin G. Bruce• 
Jeffrey w. Allen Andrew A. Baranowski Thomas E. Bindon Barbara E. Bruins 
Marilyn J. Allen Michelle P. Sarin• Matt D. Biscan Nathan P. Brumbaugh 
Phoebe Allen Justin T. Baron Oeirdra L. Bishop' Lawanda E. Bryant• 
Gregg T. Alllnson Danery S. Barraza Joanna 0. Bishop Sunya Buasuwan 
vanessa Alonzo Karen M. Bairett Joanna Bisioulis Raphael J. Buckles 
Sama H. Alshaibi • Joanna M. Barrios Steven A. Bithos' Michael E. Buckley 
Elda J. Atvarez R. • Natalie D. Barron Aurore M. Blacik' Damian R. Bulluck 
Diana Alvarez Kristen J. Bartholomew• Peter Blahuta Heidi E. Burkhart• 
Erika Amador Jonathan R. Bartlett• Danny 8. Blas• Rodney Burl<s Jr. 
Diane C. Ambrose- Brian L. Bartolini Alexandra A. Blatt• Rebecca S. Burmeister 
Owens John W. Basco Casey A. Block• Daniel C. Buss 
Lauren B. Amerine JIii A. Basinski Brian J, Bobek Carta R. Cahill 
Ma1ina K. Anaigirou Michelle A. Bass Jeffrey M. Bogdan Allyson Cairns 
Chris J. Anderson• Michael P. Bauer Patrick H. Boland' Barbara M. Cannon 
Joshua F. Anderson Daniel E. Baum Bryce L. Bolling• Dayne M. Cannova 
Melissa G. Anderson Brian C. Baumgartner• Kevin A. Boner Bryan J. Cantrall' 
Tracy R. Anderson John M. Baxte1 Xavier Bonilla Jennifer M. Capasso· 
David P. Andre Adam I. Bazer Micilael 0. Bonomo Kalon 0. Capers 
Christopher C. Andrews Samara M. Beachdell Elizabeth A. Bonucchi• caryn P. Capotosto 
Christina Annes John E. Beam Sacha N. Borisich Keith A. Cappel 
Jerry A. Appleman Matthew A. Beattle Benjamin J, Sorter Chantal V. Carleton· 
Rita M. Arce Carie R. Beeman Josh A. Borzych Christina E. Carlson · 
Marl< D. Ardito Tracy M. Begich' Jeffrey R. Bowen Christopher J. Cartson 
Gina M. Arnieri• Brad P. Behling• Elizabeth A. Bowles Erin K. Cartson• 
Dooglas A. Arnold Jessic.i R. Beitzel ' James K. Boyce James T. Carlson 
Emilia Arroyo Patrk:k M. Beko Eva M. Boyer• Lori A. Caimk:hael 
Jazmine E. Arroyo Tamara M. Bell Derek J. Braasch Emily J. Carter 
Kerem I. Asilyazlci Lawrence A. Benedetto Lauren C. B1adley• Michael D. Casey• 
Stepl,anie S. Askew• Benjamin R. Benedict Thomas P. Bradley• Michele L. Castellanos 
Anastasia J. Athans- Letrecia S. Bennett Gloria L. Brand Jason M. Catlow 
Stolhoff Julie R. Benson• Caroline Brandes• Craig T. Cazeau 
JennWer I. Aubry Penda Benson Erica M. Brandon George A. Cepeda 
Paul s . Audino• James J. Bentley' Wilfred M. Brandt' Brian M. Cerda 
Lynise M. Austin Carrie A. Benzschawel• Melissa A. llfeault Alex IY. Chambers• 
Chantel M. Avery· Edward J, Bergen Justin H. Bteaux• Lindsey V. Chan· 
Robbie Avery Susan M. Bergman• Dana A. Brendecke Oemellios Chionis 
Seth A. Bergstrom• Sharon A. Chlebek 
Kelly M. Beringer• Mitchell L. Chmielar z 
Suck Jun Choi Michael IV. Creamer- John J. Deline Daniel J. Faith · 
Mary K. Chorba Rabichow Laura L. Dolly Mary H. Fakhoury 
Kathy J. Chorzepa • Kevin A. Cresham• Maria T. Donhauser Jennifer R. Farrell' 
Kristina A. Christensen Kathryn A. Crockatt• Catherine N. Donlin Melanie C. felt 
Seung-Won Chuh• David C. Crofton· Palllcia Donovan Angela M. Ferina• 
Ji Yoon Chun• Carly A. Crone Meagan 8. Doonan• Arturo Fernandez 
Jina Chung Robert E. Crump• Elizabeth 8. Dotoniuk' Marcelo Fernandez 
Lisa C. Chunyk llllyam Cruz• Lisa E. Dorr Jennifer L. Ferrara 
Ryan R. Churchill Karin L. Cuda, Kristen K. Doss• Macia T. Ferrari.-
Anthony L. Cifani• Ann E. Cummins• Kelly Doukas• Sandra C. Ferrer 
Israel Cisneros Charlotte M. Cumpian Benjamin T. Downing• Matthew D. Finan 
Deborah J. Clair Frank E. D'Ambrosio Douglas W. Dreasler Amanda G. Finch• 
Robert J. Claps Dino Dabezic James M. Dubs· Jeffrey E. Fingerman• 
Bryan G. Clavey Tervedettr Daggett James K. Duck• Ann C. Fink' 
Angela C. Clement LaJuana J. Dale Christopher J. Dugan Andrew 8. Fischoff' 
Carole N. Clemons Jay T. Dandurand Lisa M. Duncan' Kathleen C. Fitzgerald• 
Ellen T. Cline Eric C. Daniels Chad N. Eads Sandra M. Fleischman 
Linda Jo Clough• Kesha C. Daniels Sean IV. Eason Amy M. Fleming• 
Christopher M. Mali< A. Dascon• Nathan L. Ebenroth Thomas R. Fleming 
Coconate Jeffrey M. Oaube Eric C. Eberle Javier A. Aores • 
¼!ronica K. Cohen Benjamin T. Oauer• Kenneth T. Edmonds Darren K. Foley 
Oeliah T. Cole-Vaughn Allison K. Davies Amanda K. Egeland Monica R. Foley 
Stanley Coleman Jr. Arlene P. Davis Amy R. Ehninger• Elizabeth M. Fallert 
Theodore S. Collatos Brett A. Davis Trisha L. Ehrich' Matthew D. Fontaine 
Maricia Collazo Robyn D. Davis Elllan E. Einhorn• Susan L. Fore 
Lisa M. Collins Yvonne Davis Craig L. Eisenhammer• Scott M. Foreman• 
Sherice Collins JOhn W. Dawson Michelle A. Eiserman August L. Forte• 
Lisa A. Collopy• Jo,ge M. De Loureiro Fred Eitel Brion S. Foulke 
Christine M. Columbres SVenja Dede• Mark Elliot Jennifer L. Fox 
Joseph R. Cominsky Timothy A. Delaney Amy E. Ellis Blair 8. Fredrick 
Kristi M. Conard Mia M. Delano• Christopher P. Elmore• Marva L. Freeman 
Kristen G. Cone• David P. Dempsey- Steven D. Endicott• William R. Freeman• 
Carrie A. Cook• April L. Deptula Lorenzo E. Enoch Janet Fremarek • 
Jessica C. Cook Jankhana Desai Beverly Epps Anna-Marie Frick• 
Cart A. Cooper Christopher P. Oellixhe Peter J. Erazmus Allyson B. Friedman 
David B. Copeland Timothy J. Deuchler Edward M. Erdelac George H. Friedman• 
lmely Correa-Alvarez Carmen L. OeFalco Brian O. Erdman•· Irma Friedman · 
Michelle A. Corsetti• Candi A. Dias• Jennifer L. Erickson Andrew R. Froilan 
Matthew D. Corum• Anastasia Diavatopaulos Dwayne T. Ervin Jonathan O. Froio 
Toni T. Cosey Jose J. Diaz de Leon Jay I. Esangga Diana L. Frybarger 
Benjamin J. Coulter Florencio Diaz Ramon F. Esparza Tisha L. Fulton• 
Brian E. Coy• Dena M. Dire Cirilo Esquivel Anthony L. Fumarolo' 
Kenneth F. Cozzi Anlllony 0. Disano Ed Esllada' Jennifer M. Fu<iua• 
Anthony C. Crabtree• Shannon D. Distel• Juan G. Estrada Jason C. Gabel 
Philip A. Craft• Monica V. Dixon Natalia Esl/ada • Susan J. Galatzer•Levy• 
Jesse S. Cramer Jason A. Dixson James Evans• Pauline M. Gamble 
Julie N. Cramer 1/rctona C. DiFilippo Rachael A. Evans• Michele J. Gampert• 
Angela M. Crawford Jessica L. OiMaio Todd M. Fagel Alexandra Garcia 
Latoya M. Crayton Sung H. Do• Clayton M. Faircloth Chrisann M. Garcia• 
Sherry T. Dobson Daisy Garcia 
EdWard 8. Doerge David R. Garcia 
Margaiita M. Garcia• Kenneth S. Green• Rebeoca K. Helen• Amanda R. Howard 
Maria C. Garcia Corey Greene Gregory G. Helmstetter Eric G. Howell 
Olga M. Garcia• Timothy J. Greene Susan E. Hels<lingen Jacqueline A. Howell 
Rosa I. Gaicia Ryan J. Greer John F. Hennessey Shaswau l. Howell 
Michelle A. Gardner Jenie L. Griffin• Daniel C. Henrick• Roumiana M. Hristova 
Dominique O. Garrett Christopher E. Grimley Kimberty A. Henry- Erica R. Hubbard 
Yakov Gatringer Larry P. Grochowski Thornton Zachary J. Hubeck 
Fernando A. Garron Jodie N. Guardi Michael P. Henry Michael w. Hughes 
Scott B. Garvey Brian s. Guardiola Alyce R. Henson Katherine A. Hunnicutt 
Josephina Gasca• Lisa M. Guenther J. 0. Hered Priscilla L. Hunter• 
Zsolt Gaspar Meraiah A. Guerra Bryan R. Herhold' Btian R. Hurtey 
LaTorris Gatherig/lt Eddie Gue<rero Eduardo Hernandez Stew M. Hurley 
Xiomara Gaytan Kelly A. Gumbiner• Rosario M. Hernandez Giovanny E. Ibanez 
Crystalyn M. Gembala Joseph D. Gutierrez Mary C. Hess• Pedro lbatra 
Matthew M. Geraldi' Jeff W. Guziak Makoto Higashi Kristen K. Ide 
Joe A. Gerrits Keith L. Hackett• Kevin M. Higdon• Rebeoca A. lgJeski 
Oliver Geywitz' Jason G. Hagerman Burke V. Higgins Jr.• Fred L Imming 
Monique C. Gibson Edwin C. Hahn Cari L. Higgins Joya L lmperiale' 
Berna<fette P. Gieser• Amy K. Hall' Jeffrey J. Hilbert Patrick R. Inch 
Patricia c. Gilbert Cory M. Hall Jess A. Hill' Nathan Ivory 
Satah P. GIibert' Richard C. Hall' Miriam F. Hill Jamie L. Jablonski 
Tawana M. Giles Robert L. Hall Benjamin A. Hillis Alpha J. Jackson 
James R. Gillen' Jason M. Halla Alexandra Hlschen- Jesse D. Jackson Jr. 
Jennifer J. Gillett David J. Ham Dombrosk• Reginald E. Jackson 
Jeff D. Gillette• Kayoko S. Hamamura Selim A. Hiza Yakira E. James 
Francis R. Gilligan• Kerri R. Hamann• Jennifer J. Ho Timothy W. Janczewski 
Rtta E. Giovenco Janet L. Hamilton Lisa Ho• Yung J. Jang 
Jennifer L. Giuntini Brian J. Hamman• Matk B. Hobold Nicholas P. Jeannides 
Wayne H. Glanton Peaion R. Hampton Aleksandra Hodowany Anna M. Jeans 
Damon A. Glaspie Junghyun Han Todd M. Hofacker• Elin K. Jensen• 
William J. Gleich Kevin M. Hanna Frey C. Hoffman• Jiae Jin• 
Eric P. Glick Matthew R. Hanner• Aaron W. Hoge• Ben Jinapantha 
Matthew s. Glick Heather O. Hannoura- Elie J. Hoglund' Kerry L. Jinnett 
Nicole J. Glynn• Hogan• David M. Hollander Kristie M. Jodlowski 
Antoinette M. Golab Amanda V. Hal1lut • Jason o. Hollembeak Anjulene K. Johnson• 
Mach Vanetta l. Hardy Pllil A. Holmes Coreen M. Johnson• 
Gregory A. Golden• Mary Y. Harmon Spencer E. Holmes Holly L. Johnson• 
Robyn J. Goldman Melissa A. Harrington Christine E. Honea Jason A. Johnson 
Esmeralda Gomez Preston Harris Josephine J. Honsa• Kathryn l. Johnson• 
Michelle l. Gomez Christopher l. Harr• Stephan J. Hoog• Kiamaya Johnson 
Adrienne Gonzalez William A. Hatzinger Earnest E. Hoover Lance M. Johnson • 
Renee L. Gooch Richard A. Hauck OeQuesha L. Hopkins Lester G. Johnson 
Craig 0. Gore• Dorothy A. Hayes• Justin R. Hori Marvin J. Johnson 
Brian A. Gorman Kristina B. Hayes• Amy l. Horsting Michael J. Johnson 
Kelly L. Gorski • Torin J. Heffernan Samantha N. Nicholas M. Johnson 
Thomas J. Grabarek' Nadine Heidinger• Horstmeyer• Shelton E. Johnson 
Patricia M. Granados Raina H. Heinrich Timothy L. Hosto Vincent O. Johnson 
PJ Gray• Cortney L Heintz• Sonya S. Houston• James M. Jones 
Sheldon Gray Todd P.. Heinz Alexander L Howard Jeffrey C. Jones Jr. 
Matthew R. Heinze Richard J. Jones• 
Eric H. Heisner• Rochelle J. Jones 
Jerry R. Jordan Diane C. Krueger Craig R. Lewis• Jeffrey M. Maronic 
Frank J. Kaczmarski JaSOll Krueger• Huey G. Lewis Man J. Marsden 
Yuko Kagawa Barret W. Kruse• Raneatha J. Lewis Michael J. Marshall• 
Kristofer M. Kallas Krzysrtof Kupiec Gina R. Leyba Jessica 8. Marshell 
Zachary R. Kalmus Laura L. Kurtenbach Chen-Ta Li Jennifer A. Marszowski 
Aron E. Kamm• Jennifer A. Kwasniewski Palika Llmpichat Chartotte P. Martin• 
Deirdre K. Kaniewski Kimberly M. John C. Lind James A. Martin' 
Anita I. Kanija• Kwasniewski Eric K. Lindberg Lauren R. Martin 
Kevin F. Kantorskl Jaimie M. Kwok Danielle T. Linn• Eliseo Martinez 
Sarah J. Kapitza • Catherine E. Labb Josephine C. Lipuma Hipoltto R. Martinez 
Larry M. Kapson Wendy S. LadWein Colleen L Ussak Malinda C. Martinez• 
Hilda Karadsooh Stephanie E. Laesch' Luo Liu • Octavio Martinez 
Christina Katsantoni• James E. Lahucik Michelle A. Ll0<ens Oscar J. Martinez 
Matthew R. Kauu Christopher G. Lain Selena M. Lomack Santino J. Martinez 
Kellie A. Keclik • Sean M. lal~ Melissa J. Long Matthew A. Mascheri • 
Kevin B. Kehoe• Timothy R. li!lllpa Cory T. l0<enu• John 8. MaSOll 
Ryan A. Keller Bernadette Landeros Yuki D. L0<tie • Giuseppe Masotti• 
Stefanie L Kelly' Capri A. Landi Jill K. LoughreY' Robert J. Matayka 
William R. KellY' Daryl 8. Lannert Nancy J. Lovato Timothy L Mathews 
Matthew D. Kertin• Danielle lantonio Barbara J. Lucente• Leah A. Mathos • 
Choong Hyun Kim Julie Y. Lasker Lloynaid B. Luckett Laurance A. Matthews 
Heejln Kim Frances L. latkowski Jamie E. luet)" Michae!J. Matthews• 
Hyun-Soo Kim Mam J. Lato Craig J. Luger Jeannette M. MattSOll 
Heidi l. Kimpton Hila,y D. Lauener Shutshe M. Luhahi Sayuri D. Matute 
Deborah E. Kindred Natalie 8. Lauzon Julie I. Lux• Christopher M. May 
Angela M. King Surendra Lawoti • Jerry E. Lyda Jeffrey S. Mayllr 
Brian M. King David Lawrence Kavita G. Machhar• Lucy L. Mayer 
Michael R. Kirchberg· Wesley W. Lawson• Cortez L. Mack Muriel c. Mayl!S 
Jennie M. Kitch• David w. Lazzar• Eamon G. Madigan Mark A. Mauone 
Bradley J. Klug Tony D. lauara Melissa A. Madler• Jason E. McCallum 
Lisa Knighton Pequette R. Lacasse Nayuta Magee April L. McCall)" 
Cory L Knopik Denise M. LaGrassa Jennifer A. Magid Cindy J. McCauley 
Barbara L. Knox Toney J. laPointe Andrzej Magnuszewski • Nicole L. McCtearn• 
Jeffrey S. Knutson Eric J. Leach Daniel Maldonado Charmain A. McClure• 
Young J. Koh' Todd D. Leduc Tracy L. Malecki' Cathy L. McCullough 
Theodora D. Kokkalias Bryan D. lee Rmr N. Malik" Julie A. McCullough 
Anna Kotacny HyunJoon Lee Sabeena I. Malik Daniel T. McDonough 
Marsha T. Komosa Joohee K. Lee• Timothy I. Malik Linda McDowell 
Christopher R. Kondos Sang w. Lee• Robert J. Malkowski Darrin R. McDufford 
Nickolaos A. Sharon Lee' Joyce M. Mallory Erin McElroy-Bonillo 
Kononelos• Yoon Su lee laura L. Maloney Michael T. McGee 
Avie Kopernik' Young H. Lee Emilee M. Mansholt Daja M. McKinney 
Bethanie A. Korczynski Elizabeth A. Lehman• Marc P. Mantasoot Wyatt T. McKinstty• 
Sarah L. Kostic Joshua M. Leisner Michelle R. Maravlglia Anah McMahon• 
Craig M. KraSOll' Jeremy R. Lemos• Claudia Marchan Margo A. McNeil! 
David M. Krause Matthew M. lenu Daniel A. Marco• Justin D. McSimov• 
Joshua A. Kreischer Victor F. Leon Jennifer l . Marconi Chelsey N. Mease• 
Jennifer E. Kreitt• Joseph R. Leona1d Melanie Mark William J. Meehan 
Mark W. Krieglstein Albert Letizia Brian E. Markiewicz Mr Eric $. Meers-Berg 
Ji!llles C. Levins Gordon P. Meig)lan 
Lisa M. Lewandowski Karen E. Meinhold' 
Maria L. Melendez George M. Mueller Elke C. Oberg• Armanclo Pena JR 
Luisa F. Melgarejo Glen R. Mueller• Jeff B. Oberste Mark D. Pena 
Mark A. Mendoza Susan Muller Eun S. Oh' William A. Penate 
Meredith A. Mendoza• Kristine S. Mullis Joseph J. Oh Veronica A. Pence• 
Myles E. Mendoza• Samuel G. Munoz· Susan C. Ohlhaber• Helen R. Penn 
Jean-Paul A. Menou Tomiko Murata Tokunbo 0. Olabisi Jennifer A. Pense• 
Tammy R. Me1cure• Michelle K. Murphy Marian Olavarria Michael J. Pepin 
Patricia Metropoulos William F. Murphy Katherine Olmeda Joe R. Pepitone 
Christina E. Meyer Adrianna C. Myers• Lindsay O. Olson• Ch1istopher A. Perez* 
Susan M. Michaelsen Rose L. Mysker• Carlos J. Orellana George K. Perez 
Lis.Courtney L. Anthony A. Mysliwiec• Jeffrey Q. Orig Manuel Perez 
Michelsen Yuko Nagaki• Robert B. Ornburg Elizabeth A. Perkins 
Karey T. Middleton Leslie T. Nagy Natalie S. Orr Mark A. Perrine 
Christina M. Mikowski Mamiko Nakada' Laura M. Orrico Italia M. Perrone 
Alexandra Mlllnkovich• Unhul Nam Irene L. Ortega Margaret R. Pesola 
Robert B. Milkowski Danielle Narcisse Raziel Ortiz' Dustin F. Peters 
Kristin M. Miller• Brian P. Naughton Asim Osaze Jennifer E. Peterson · 
Lloyd S. Milfer• Adriana Navarrete Torn M. Osinski Kathleen T. Peterson 
Mark 8. Miller Beatriz C. Navarro Terri Osness Todd J. Pflughoeft• 
Richard A. Miller Delilah Navarro Eric J. Ostrowski Stephen C. Pierson• 
Jason P. Minyo• Johanna M. Nawrot Lanny V. Oswalt John A. Pils • 
Shawn 0. Mitchell Tammy A. Nebelski• Karen C. Otto Francis J. Pine• 
Lannah M. Mitter• Ellen E. Nelson• Jacqualln T. Oxford Nancy F. Pine• 
Carol E. Mittlesteadt• Ethel R. Nelson Angel G. Padilla• Jeremy 8. Pinkwater 
Katarzyna 0. Hertert A. Nelson Juang won Paik Kristi N. Piunti 
Mituniewicz• Elizabeth J. Nendick• Marek P. Pajak• Jennifer E. Plants• 
Koori Miyagi Heidi R. Neri• Cary M. Paller• Donald M. Pocius 
Jonathan R. Mohlll June Newberry Cynthia J. Palmer Tiffany N. Poetsch 
Charles O. Moisant Sherry M. Nichols• Christopher L. Kanok-On Pojchaikul 
Christopher L. Mojica Katarzyna 0. Niechetal Papendict<• Colleen M. Polizzi 
Marta A. MOOCayll' Joseph R. Nienatt • Oimitrios Linda J. Polk 
Helen Montenegro Sylvia C. Nieves• Paraskevoulakos Erika D. Pollard• 
In H. Moon Donna T. Niezgoda' Rodello B. Pare! Orlando A. P0<ter 
Imelda Morales Raymond A. Nieznanski Chasttty S. Parker Robert A. Porter• 
Mary A. Moran Orenthial W. Nixon Lauren S. Parker• Joseph S. Pothen 
Michelle M. Moreno Ann M. Nornmesch • Carrie B. Parks• Nicole M. Powe 
Camella M. M0<ris • Gregory A. Norman Lynne M. Parson· Dawn M. Prince 
LaTonya M. Morrison Brandon J. NO< ris Jeanne Paschen Rachal M. Prince• 
Roman Morrow Keri A. Norton Michelle A. Passarelli Karen A. Prochnicki4 
Shawna T. Morrow Stephanie A. Nowak' Alvaro H. Patino Liza M. Provenzano 
Martin K. Mortimer• Nllwona E. Nowlin' Bryan K. Patricl< • Kimberly N. Prugh 
Melody L. Moses Joe Nunez-Belle Sharon D. Patterson Matthew J. Prusak· 
Dianna M. Mosley• Glenda J. O'Bannon• Cary S. Patton Katherine A. Pryor 
Maria V. Mosqueda Isadora O'Boto Christina M. Paul' Julie K. Przybylski 
Brian J. Motherway Maureen A. O'Brien Joslyn c. Paul Adrian Puente 
Kristi L. Motyka Tim R. O'Brien• Shaun J. Pauling• Amy E. Pugh 
Paul J. Mourrallle• Daniel 8. O'Connell Jeff J. Pavlik• Greg0<y C. Purcell• 
Robert L. Mowles Ryan P. O'Connell• Mary L. PawlO'HSki• Leslie A. Purdy 
Tracy E. Moy Daniel C. O'Donnell• Heather A. Pechacek Cathleen A. Quartuccio• 
Sean P. O'Malley Jason E. Quick 
Patrict< s. Oakes John S. Quinn 
Patricia J. Quispe S..rdia R. Robinson Brian L. Schmidt Mark V. Slusar 
Abrar Qureshi· Monica M. Rodriguez Melissa J. Schmitt Brian P. Small 
Christopher Racana• Sergio Rodriguez Samlen H. Schoen Antonio J. Smith 
William Raceala EIieen C. Roeder• Brad P. Schoeneck Christy N. Smith 
Erik A. Rachie Andrew 0. Rogers Darcy S. Schuler Damon R. Smith 
Heidi E. Rademacher Raymond A. Rogers Cart f. Schul12• Kimberlyn N. Smith 
Jennifer B. Radina Chad M. Rohrt>ack· Jeffery G. Schwarz LeRoy R. Smith 
Catherine A. Rahrig Evelyn Rosa• Elaina D. Schy!) Monique S. Smith 
Dean S. Ramos Lytiam E. Rosales• Cynthia L. Sciacca Nova M. Smith 
Marisol Ramos Gregory 0. Rose Jason B. Scott Sabrina D. Smith 
Sam J. Raniolo Morgan A. Rose Jeanine M. Scott• Tommie J. Smith Jr. 
Lauren K. Ransom Adina M. Rosenberg• LaToya L. Scott Kelly A. Smolen• 
Jason A. Rastovski • Brandon A. Ross• Mary f. Scully• Suzanne M. Smycz• 
Jason M. Ratliff Jeremy M. Rossen• Stephen B. Segers Douglas H. Snell 
Amy J. Raucci Gina M. Rossi Rachel E. Segneri• Amanda E. Snyder• 
Gloria J. Rayford Ann-Marie Rounkle" James P. Seguin Mark R. Sofil• 
Amy L. Reagan• Joel A. Roush' Hysni Selenica Jered M. Solan 
Erik D. Reczek JeTaun Y. Rowe Judie M. Sell• Sumontha M. 
Eric S. Reeb• Jonathan A. Rowe Donica J. Seminaro Somboontham 
Gerald L. Reese Audrey Q. Roy• Kenneth J. Seng John S. Sopron 
Christopher E. Reisor• James M. Roy• Steven Sepulveda Danielle M. Soucek 
Stacie N. Rencher Eric Rubalcava Derry D. Sexton Charles E. Soukup• 
Eric D. Renick Marc E. Roecker Khaled W. Shaar Brian N. Soule 
Michelle L. Rennie Joyce L Ruffin Kelly Shaba Aimee C. Spana• 
Richard L. Renno Enka v. Rufus Paya! J. Shah Kimberly F. Sparks 
Geotge L Reyes Mathias J. Rush Galina Shatman Woodrlc 0. Spencer• 
Michael J. Reyes Yaanis Rutmans Joseph P. Shampunvet Michelle A. Spidafe• 
Dax J. Rhorer Suzette J. Ryan• Julie E. Shannon• Lynnette C. Stamps 
Craig W. Ribbens• Patrycja Rynduch• TI!ana R. Shelly Stephen J. Stanis• 
Terri E. Richardson• Eugene S. Saban Jodie A. Shenberg Kimberty J. Stanton• 
Christopher J. Richert Busaba Saenp,asert Danny Shimon Glgton M. Staple 
Paul J. Richter Jeannine E. Salemi Gum R. Shin Nicole S. Starewlcz 
Scott E. Riebe' Oreste M. S..lernl Shi Ae Shin• Virginia V. Stark 
Jamie L. Rieke Jose L Sanchez Jan S. Shulman• Brian D. Starr 
Jeremy L. Rine Miguel A. Sanchez Domiano J. Shurt>a• Christine A. Starr 
George L Riojas Roberto Sanchez Julia Shuster Alison B. Stayton 
Melissa J. Ritzman• Scott L. Sandberg• Constantino Siampos Christopher J. Steele-
Jose A. Rivas Michael 0. S..nders Andrew R. Siegel Nicholson 
Eva M. Rivera Robert 0. Santore• Ann M. Signorelli Kimberly M. Stefanik• 
Javier C. Rivera• Kaveh Sarfehjooy Rachael L. Slivers• Christine A. Stefano• 
Randall D. Rivera Rondell R. Sarrett • Marie L. Simonart Lori A. Stefanovich 
Ronald A. Rivera Toru Sato Dominque J. Simonetti' Jonathan J. Stein 
Gwen L. Roberts• Jennlrer A. Sauzer Edward F. Sircher Ben C. Steinmann 
Kelli A. Roberts Roy L. Savage Jr. llija Sisarica• Robert D. Steva• 
Leon T. Roberts Heather L Savoca• Bongi M. Sithole Timothy R. Stipan 
Amanda A. Robinson Diana M. Saxton• Randy J. Skach Barrett B. Stokes• 
Brent M. Robinson Lucienne D. Scala Phlllp M. Skeltis• Ewa M. Stoklosa• 
Brian M. Robinson Bridgett R. Scarborough Jennifer A. Sladek• Mary A. Stouffer 
Jeannette Robinson Ryan Schaddelee • Shellie A. Slove• Peter T. Stover• 
Joseph A. Schaerti • Jennifer S. Strauss• 
Julene L. Schmelsse< William E. Straw 
Adriana Streit Beverly C. Tomek· David P. Vodertlerg• Lorene E. Wilson 
Laura M. Stleske• John M. Tondelli• Jennifer M. vogel Tonya L. Wilson 
Kathleen M. Strohm Christy Y. Toney Deborah L. Vogt• Michael A. Wing 
Aaron Strong• Christina IV. Tong• Hilary R. Vonesh Elizabeth R. Winter 
James E. Strzelinski• Chonchai Tongpaitoon • Philip A. Vuco Ray R. Wise 
Terry L Stumpf Horace Toombs Jr. Charlotte Wager Carl J. Wisniewski 
Robert J. Stupay• Miguel A. Torres Cynthia A. Wagner Richard A. Witzig• 
Jittawattana Sudsa-Ard Reynaldo V. To<res Carl J. Walanskl Steven J. Wojtczak 
Anuphap Rolando A. Torres Colleen A. Walker Cheryl A. Wojton• 
Suebsawangkul Sergio Torres• nmothy R. Walker• Sivaluxana 
Rebeeca J. Suer th• Tselanie Townsend Matthew G. \Yaish IVongwauanasilpa • 
Anthony F. Sulita Leon T. Tripplett Patrick M. \Yaish• Roberta E. Woods 
Marc A. Sullivan Christian W. Trokey• Aerie K. Walton Allison L. Worley 
Sean B. Sullivan Corey M. Trotter Dana A. Wandtke Kelly M. Woyan • 
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